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Nixos home- manager configuration. nix

I want to add a housekeeper channel to my configuration.nix, then install my housekeeper has no experience with NixOS. Chords are easy to appreciate, if I may. First let me describe my current NixOS installation, in my configuration.nix I set the NIX_PATH like this: nix.nixPath = [ nixpkgs=/path/to/my/nixpkgs nixpkgs-overlays=/path/to/my/overlays ];
because I don't use channels, and I want to try customizing my own nixpkgs before opening my homework. I want to achieve something similar with the housekeeper, but I was a bit mistaken for reading the project documentation as if there were only two options for installing it: Using a channel: I wanted to avoid the channel because I didn't use the nix-
channel directive anymore Install it as a NixOS module: In that case, I had to run a sudo nixos-rebuild suis to update my user configuration, while I preferred to use the housekeeper's direction There was also a house manager package on nixpkgs, but it wasn't mentioned in the documentation, what was the purpose? For now, I came up with this solution:
nix.nixPath = [ nixpkgs=/path/to/my/nixpkgs nixpkgs-overlays=/path/to/my/overlays home-manager=/path/to/my/home-manager ]; users.users.myuser.packages = [ (pkgs.writeScriptBin home-manager '' #!${pkgs.bash}/bin/bash export HOME_MANAGER_CONFIG=/path/to/my/dotfiles/home.nix exec ${pkgs.home-manager}/bin/home-manager $@ }; I also
wrapped the house manager can sell to customize the configuration line of the negligent housekeeper. The problem here is that I don't think I'm using my local housekeeper's payments, but that nixpkgs once provided. One last question, it looks like the housekeeper is doing 2 different things, managing your dotfiles and installing some programs (such as with
nix-env -i). Is it ok if I install git with environment.systemPackages and then use the home manager to just manage my .gitconfig files? Or is there a rumor not to mix systemPackages and housekeepers? 1 Like jlesquembre: I also wrapped up like a housekeeper to customize the default housekeeper configuration. The problem here is that I don't think I'm
using my local housekeeper's payments, but that nixpkgs once provided. Real. What you can do is pam.sessionVariables.HOME_MANAGER_CONFIG in your housekeeper configuration. There's a bit of a bootstrap problem though. Same with nix.nixPath, which will only be set after the nixos configuration has been changed and after the fresh user session
has been created. Another option is to put the dressing script into a repository containing all your nix configurations. This will force you to go to that folder to do suis but it solves bootstrap problems. One last question, like home managers do 2 different things, manage your dotfiles and install some programs (such as with nix-env -i ). Is it ok if I install a git with
environment.systemPackages and then use the home manager to simply manage my .gitconfig file? Or is it recommended not to mix systemPackages and ? In general, if the program is powered in a housekeeper, the housekeeper tends to also put it in the user's profile. If git is also installed at the system level it is not a problem as it will be overshadowed by
the one provided by the housekeeper (due to the order in PATH). thanks for your answer, I like the idea of dressing, and ended up with this solution: let the housekeeper = { home-manager-path, config-path }: (pkgs.callPackage (/. + home-manager-path + /home-manager) { path = ${home-manager-path}; overrideAttrs (old: { originalBuildInputs = [
pkgs.makeWrapper ]; buildCommand = '' ${old.buildCommand} wrapProgram $out/bin/home-manager --set HOME_MANAGER_CONFIG ${config-path} ''; in rec { # ... users.users.${mainUser} = { # ... package = [ (housekeeper { home-manager-path = /local/checkout/home-manager; config-path = /local/dotfiles/home.nix; }) ]; }; } It seemed to work as
expected, using my version of the local housekeeper. I noticed that assigning a housekeeper on a NIX_PATH is useless, as it will be replaced by a house manager script: I have one last question, why do you use pam.sessionVariables instead of home.sessionVariables or systemd.user.sessionVariables? I am not sure which one to use jlesquembre: I have
one last question, why do you use pam.sessionVariables and not rumah.sessionVariables or systemd.user.sessionVariables? I'm not sure which one to use most cargo-culting from the previous configuration. Looking at the home manager module it looks like home.sessionVariables is the one in use now. Perhaps pam-one can only be used on Linux while
home.sessionVariables seems more generic. 1 As if you wanted to separate the system configuration carefully from the user configuration - for example to make your user environment mobile to machines you don't control - you need to install a housekeeper in the user environment. It is not necessary to do this with nix-env or using nix-channel. You can also
instantiate nix-shell with the same version of the housekeeper who will control your environment. Say your file is live in ~/.config and the entry point to your configuration is ~/.config/home.nix. Then we can specify the home manager version in sources.nix: { pkgs ? import &lt;nixpkgs&gt;{} }: with pkgs; { home-manager = let src = builtins.fetchGit { name =
housekeeper; url = ref = release-20.03; }; #'path' is required for 'housekeeper' to find your own source in callPackage ${src}/home-manager { path = ${src}; Then you can instantiate your configuration in nix-shell by importing that definition: $nix-shell -E \ with import mkShell { buildInputs = [ (callPackage ./sources.nix {}).home-manager ]; } \ --running home-
manager -f ~/.config/home.nix switchEs Certainly your home.nix belongs to the same housekeeper in the environment: { pkgs, ... }: let&lt;/nixpkgs&gt; &lt;/nixpkgs&gt; &lt;/nixpkgs&gt; = writeShellScriptBin home-manager '' # 'toString' is required to track your configuration instead of copying it to the '/nix/store' exec ${(callPackage .. / home-sources.nix
{}).home-manager}/bin/home-manager -f${toString ./home.nix$} in { home.packages = [ home-manager ]; } That way you can update the home manager in sources.nix and simply run the home manager switch to prepare it. This simplified version uses system nixpkgs, but you can also specify one only for that user's environment. Do not forget that the home
manager's release number should match your nixpkgs, otherwise you might get a strange mistake because of the definition of an incompatible package. On my machine, I have a nix-shell invoice as part of the installation script, as well as the parameterizes the home manager over different machine-specific configurations. 3 Likes 2019 0003 0014 After
running Arch Linux for the last decade, I ended up making a jump to NixOS. For me, this means updating two VMs (VirtualBox and VMWare) and exposed metal installations (MacBook Air aging). I have responded to my old configuration repo to keep both my dotfiles as well as the NixOS.nix configuration file. Since I've made a big transition, I decided to take
the opportunity to retrieve a few more things in my dev preparations: Old OS Arch Linux NixOS Shell Bash Zsh Terminal urxvt Alacritty Multiplexer screen tmux Window Manager XMonad i3 Editor Emacs Emacs I initially wanted to make a jump from X11 to Wayland, but NixOS isn't quite ready my goal for this writing is to document the rationale for making a
switch, catch stuff I wish I knew before diving into Nix language, and describing details of how I arranged my new setup. Motivation Though I lack one interesting reason to make the jump, there are a few points of pain with my Arch preparation that, together, pushed me to give NixOS a shot: Fall behind on the Arch change. Although I benefited several times
from Arch's rolling update process, in practice I rarely found out it was something I needed. Not staying on top of Arch's updates often leads to a painful improvement that takes time to work through. Taking my VM picture reduces a lot of risk of this upgrade, but it takes more time than I'm willing to spend to upgrade my exposed metal Gateway installation
after ignoring it for a long time. Drift package among machines. Having my VM gets a slightly different version of the package from my Linux laptop, or forget to install the same set of packages across all machines is a small but consistent annoyance. I saved a list of gateway packages that I would move from to the machine, but nothing forced me to audit that
the package installed matches the list. Limited local assembly options. I've grown relying on Docker for infrastructure components (e.g. Postgres), but being able to install specialized dev tools on each project (I've played with QGIS recently) is something I've always found painful, a few times I've bothered All. Nix The big ideas behind the Nix ecosystem are
protected in detail elsewhere; what's interesting to me in particular is Nix's emphasis on breeding, file-driven configuration, and a functional approach to its package repository, nixpkgs. You can think of nix package managers as an apt-get hybrid and virtualenv Python with a git distribution; You can use Nix to build multiple, isolated sets of packages, say,
every project, with the assurance that Nix should only take (or build) a shared dependency once. Nix stores all packages built in a Nix store that serves as a local cache. Nix corruption together with a collection of Linux directories (bin, usr, etc.) by sneaking the appropriate files contained in packages left in Nix stores. This isolated environment can be a wide
system (in the case of NixOS), local to your users (nix-env) or adapted for specific projects (nix-shell). Nix-shell serves several different roles in the Nix ecosystem, but one of those roles is to make dependencies defined in derivatives (nix version of makefile) available for use in shells. These derivatives are used to determine the hermetically sealed
environment for building packages as well as gathering instructions for configuring and carrying out buildings. We can reuse only the environmental-prep parts of derivatives along with the nix-shell to drop us into a terminal that has the package we want. Here's an example of derivatives for the TeX project: with imports &amp; lt;nixpkgs&gt;{};
stdenv.mkDerivation { name = my-document; buildInputs = with pkgs; [ texlive.combined.scheme-full]; shellHook = pdflatex document.tex } With this derivative placed in shell.nix, running a nix-shell in the same directory will take the entire TeX Live (which is not small) and make all the associated files, configuration, tools, fonts, commands, etc. available on the
shell. It then uses one of these tools (pdflatex) to run .tex to generate PDFs. Writing a full derivatives file is not necessary if you do not need to be dropped into the shell for further work. Here is the equivalent of the above publication, but do not store TeX Live is available on the shell after it is done building documents: nixpkgs.texlive.combined.scheme-full -c
pdflatex documents.tex I only rarely need TeX, so being able to make TeX available on a per project without all its instructions polluting my PATH when doing non-TeX work usefully. Go further, I can mix and-match the versions of Python, JVM, Postgres, etc. freely for every project I have without having to use the sudo. nixpkgs Though Nix Expression
language is quite esoteric, big ideas are not far removed from features in mainstream function language nixpkgs in particular can be conceptualized as a large map (called attribute set or attrset in Nix) from key to issue: { # &lt;snip&gt;tmux = callPackage .. /tools/misc/tmux { }; # &lt;snip&gt;} You can see examples of nixpkg's&lt;/snip&gt; &lt;/snip&gt;
&lt;/nixpkgs&gt; &lt;/nixpkgs&gt; &lt;/nixpkgs&gt; list here. This would usually be an undesirable thing to build memory on every interaction with the package manager, however lazy Nix loads up this attrset content. Nix also provides the option to create this recurring set of attributes allowing values to refer sibling locks, for example nixpkgs provide facilities to
change or update existing packages with custom configuration, and add new entries to the package attrset. This is by way of overlapping which is a fixed point over the package attrset. Nix's approach of effectively rebuilding the FHS facsimile on each run means that manual interventions to install things outside of the package manager (say, copying ttf fonts
into /usr/share/font) is not feasible, so having an easy way to fold your own custom package set into the package attrset is important. Another important aspect to nixpkgs is that it's in the inside version of the git (easily alongside NixOS in the same repo). The Nix CLI tool can pick up and install the latest set of packages by rolling the local clone nixpkgs
forward and then rebuilding your package. Such a reconstruction can be applied to all packages during your entire system, or just a local package of certain derivatives. This can also work in another direction: If you prefer your set of packages to stay completely fixed, you can pin the nixpkgs clones to a specific SHA git. NixOS's stable release is operated as
a nixpkgs repo branch, which gets critical updates but avoids all the bloody changes available at the parent branch. NixOS NixOS goes further and uses attrsets to configure the OS itself. Unlike the application configuration (for which there are many libraries), NixOS defines your OS in a series of one or more attrsets combined together; Unlike the traditional
configuration approach that uses the last combined strategy, however, the nature of NixOS provides every field control over combined priorities along with conditionality that controls whether the options are combined or not. This approach to OS configuration is useful for determining options among a similar set but not the same OS. For my NixOS
configuration, I created the basic file configuration.nix containing the usual options I wanted to set across all my machines (abbreviated example here): { configuration, pkgs, ... }: { time.timeZone = America/Chicago; environment.systemPackages = with pkgs; [feh vim wget]; program.zsh.enable = true; users.users.johndoe.shell = pkgs.zsh; # } I then imported
these common files into specialized files of the respective host containing specific options for certain machines &amp; lt;snip&gt; that, for example the VM host: { config, pkgs, ... }: { import = [/configuration.nix ]; services.vmwareGuest.enable = true; users.users.johndoe.shell = pkgs.bash; # &amp;snip&gt; } Note the mkOptionDefault function that reduces the
preference of pkgs.bash value from default 100 to 150. If I stopped mkOptionDefault, NixOS would complain that johndoe.shell was declared twice. &amp; lt;/snip&gt;&lt;/snip&gt; &amp; lt;/snip&gt;&lt;/snip&gt; by reducing its priorities, the definition of configuration.nix johndoe.shell = pkgs.zsh will take precedence, even if it is not the last combined. In fact,
NixOS builds an overall configuration without any notion of orders, and will fail strongly if it gets two property values with the same priority. The above notice that the NixOS configuration includes an optional value ranging from regular strings (e.g. time.timeZone) to more complex services that non-historical operating wires (daemon tables to start
automatically, creating system services, modprobe content modules, etc.). Unlike nixpkgs, NixOS doesn't try to specify all of these configuration options in a giant flat file; instead, it divides the options into modules that store the options collected into logical units. The module allows you to easily create new options, as well as attach meaning to each option by
doing things like configure other modules options, composing other modules together, writing files (also done through options, interesting), and various other activities. To introduce a new option that varies among my work VM and my personal laptop, I have written a custom NixOS module, which looks like {config, pkgs, libs, ...}: with lib; = option = { settings =
{ username = mkOption = default = default = type = by type; uniq string; }; email = mkOption = default = malloc47@gmail.com; type = uniq string; }; # more options } } } } This module allows me to set the username for the machine under construction, the keyboard layout I want to use, the email I want to use (for my git configuration), and many other options. I
have written this module as a value container for other modules to read, but do not take the action myself (this is a trick so I can reuse the module for home manger, discussed below). However, when importing this module elsewhere, I can set or get values for this option to stimulate my entire configuration. For example,
users.users.${config.settings.username}.shell = pkgs.zsh; NixOS helps maintain a large index of all options across all defined modules in the basic NixOS system, which is also available in the form of human pages on the installed system: To use this detective system configuration, NixOS provides a nixos rebuilding command that reads configuration.nix files
to find out what nixpkgs packages are requested, configured file templates with the given optional value, and eventually build the entire file tree (as usual, sneaked back into Nix store). NixOS continues to rebuild your system as a numbered generation of seditions, which makes it easier to check or roll back overall system to the previous state. This generation
is listed in the bootloader, so if you solve something in your latest generation, you can boot into the previous generation to find out what went wrong. My housekeeper has traditionally explained my home folder dotfiles in a git repo and used it with a hand roll script. Using a lightweight window manager (formerly XMonad) XMonad) that important parts of my UI
configuration live in my dotfiles, and this has led to increasingly awkward work to make this configuration portable across the different hosts that I regularly use. One example is to control the Linux HyDPI setting that is, to put it a little, mess. I determined font tweaks, scaling factors, and DPI settings among half a dozen dotfiles. This made it difficult for my
dotfiles port from one machine to another. The formal Nix ecosystem no (yet) has a systematic approach to writing files directly to the home folder. It can put indiscriminate files in folders/ etc. If you are the sole user of your machine and the application you want to configure viewing the directory/etc. you can have NixOS write your dotfiles there and forego
keep it in your home folder altogether. My use cases unfortunately do not correspond to these constraints; I have enough folder-only applications that approach/etc-based is not viable. The most nix-native experience I found to manage dotfiles is home manager. It is not only written and managed through the Nix Expression Language, but it follows the same
philosophy as other nixOS. This includes a similar approach to separating the configuration into modules and, in fact, it supports importing my custom module mentioned above. While home managers can run with separate home.nix files and home manager CLI utilities to trigger a rebuilding of your home folders, it additionally reveals a NixOS module that
can be used in system-level configuration.nix files to rebuild your home folders following extensive system reconstruction. As the sole user of my system, having NixOS and the work of home managers in lockstep is better for me. Home managers include more than just copying dotfiles to your home folders. Some broad use cases include: Installing packages
locally for your users Puts dotfiles in your home folder Generating dotfiles from the decolative configuration of Creating the system services of each user (I use this for emacs--daemon, and it's quite useful). This is all by building a package, the home manager's path, which includes all the local configured packages and dotfiles. It then plugs this package into
your local Nix environment (traditionally managed by nix-env). Just like how the rest of Nix works, each dotfile is sneaked into your home folder from the home manager's route package contained in a Nix store. This works similarly to how my old script, hacky managing my dotfiles. The choice between having a home manager generates dotfiles your entire
fabric, or writing your dotfiles with fully hands up to you. If you are me and have pre-written dotfiles that sit around, easy to re-use this by home.file.. inputrc.source= ./.inputrc; which insies that the .inputrc file in the same folder as the home.nix file is deployed to ~/.inputrc in your home folder. the housekeeper supports the more complex parameters-my emacs
configuration has too many files to collect collected and the home manager can insert the entire directory to my home folder, creating the required retirement directory: home.file.. emacs.d = { source = ./.emacs.d; repeated = true; }; The home manager allows me to specify the contents of the files directly in the home.nix, which is useful if I want to reference
the options defined in the custom module mentioned above: home.file. fonts.el = { target = .emacs.d/config/fonts.el; text = 'text = 'provide 'fonts) (set-frame-font ${config.settings.fontName}-${toString config.settings.fontSize}) (setq default-frame-alist '(font). ${config.settings.fontName}-$toString config.settings.fontsize)) }; Since I have never had a broad
.tmux.conf file, I can use home-manger to generate it for me: programs.tmux = { enable = true; terminal = tmux-256color; shortcut = u; }; that creates the file ~/.tmux.conf with (among other content): set -g default-terminal tmux-256color # key rebind: C-u unbind C-b set -g Prefix u send-prefix binding C-u last window Ability to have applications with multiple
configuration languages wrapped by one type, cold, secure meta If the idea of writing a Nix code to generate your dotfiles is too strange, you can always fall back to have it sneak your hand dotfiles. If you prefer hybrids, most home manager modules have additional (or similar) options to interleave arbitrary configuration in the dotfiles it generates. The newly
restructured configuration repo layout is now presented with the following directory: / nixos/configuration.nix : general OS configuration that applies to all host Import home.nix to build my home folder Import overlapping from pkg/host / : Host specific configuration: Import hardware configuration from hardware / General import NixOS configuration of nixos /
Import custom modules from modules / hardware / : low-level configuration (file system, kernel module, etc.) to be used by individual host config / home.nix + dotfiles Import keyboard layout from xkb / Import custom modules from modules/modules/ : my custom configuration modules, and which any personal future module / : private submodule git for non-
public dotfiles pkgs / : overlap for custom packages xkb / : keyboard layout To bootstrap new hosts after performing nixOS vanilla installations , I need to: Generate the appropriate hardware/files (or reuse existing ones if the hardware matches). Customize new hosts/files, including options defined in the module/settings.nix to match the needs of new
machines (for example setting work emails or changing the default font size for the HiDPI screen). Following this, I usually sneak host /&amp;lt;hostname&gt;.nix files to /etc/nixos/ configuration.nix so that NixOS rebuilds need not be clearly approved files. re-running nixos will build a complete OS and my home folder with the right set of packages and dotfiles
that I have estimated for all my machines. Alternatively, I may inject the configuration into the machine before performing &lt;/hostname&gt; &lt;/hostname&gt; NixOS installs or even builds a custom NIXOS ISO that includes my configuration in the image. Since bootstrapping my configuration is just something I have to do once every platform, I haven't been
forced to optimize yet. Conclusion So far I am happy with my NixOS preparations; I missed the widely documented AUR and ArchWiki facilities. Perhaps the most important change I noticed was how many bolders I could with toying on vulnerable hardware; A few times I ruined my system, I just booted back to the previous generation. Generation.
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